CHBWV announces Anderson as new WVDP
president
•

Press Release, Sep 7, 2018

WEST VALLEY — CH2M HILL BWXT West Valley, LLC recently
announced Scott Anderson is the new president and general
manager of CHBWV, a Jacobs-led company at the West Valley
Demonstration Project.

“We are pleased to have one of our top project leaders
head up this important contract that includes
management of one of our most challenging
decommissioning projects,” said Karen Wiemelt, senior
vice president and general manager of Jacobs North
American Nuclear.
Most recently, Anderson served as CHBWV vice president and deputy general manager.
“Scott’s proven record of getting work accomplished in a safe, compliant and cost-effective
manner will add to our future success,” Wiemelt continued. “His expertise and knowledge will
assist in our goal to accelerate cleanup, eliminate potential environmental threats and reduce
the DOE footprint and life-cycle costs. The team was also successful in sustaining and
increasing project funding by working with elected officials and the community.”
During Anderson’s three-year tenure as deputy, 278 high-level waste canisters placed into 56
storage casks were relocated to an onsite storage pad one year ahead of schedule, more than
180,000 cubic feet of low-level legacy waste was shipped for disposal, 22 of 47 structures were
demolished and the areas restored and the deactivation of the Vitrification Facility was
completed — used to solidify 600,000 gallons of high-level liquid radioactive waste from 1996
to 2002.
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“I look forward to continuing our mission to deliver end-to-end innovative solutions that
provide superior value to our customers,” Anderson said.
Anderson brings a wealth of knowledge from more than 30 years of experience in hazardous
and radioactive waste management, project management and functional management.
“It’s humbling to assume the presidency of an organization that prides itself on delivering
results in a safe and compliant manner,” he said. “Our accomplishments on this project would
not be possible without the dedication and skills of our employees, and I look forward to
continuing our work together in my new role.”
Anderson has vast experience in developing solutions to highly-complex challenges while
maintaining safety and compliance. He previously held senior management positions at DOE’s
Oak Ridge, Tenn., and Idaho Cleanup Projects Sites.
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